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Gwinnett juniors pass state writing exam in record numbers 
 
 Not only did the vast majority of Gwinnett County Public Schools juniors pass the 

writing portion of the 2005-06 Georgia High School Graduation Test (GHSGT) on their first 

try, they also set a new county record in the percentage passing. The system’s 98 percent 

passing rate, which is three points higher than the state’s 95 percent average and two points 

above the metro-Atlanta passing rate of 96 percent, sets an all-time high passing rate in 

Gwinnett. 

     “We are pleased with our students’ continued achievement on the writing portion of the 

state graduation exam,” says CEO/Superintendent J. Alvin Wilbanks. “We have more 

students than ever before; they come from more diverse backgrounds than ever before; and 

their achievement on the writing portion of the GHSGT is higher than ever before. That is 

testimony to the fine education offered in Gwinnett schools.” 

 Students throughout Georgia must pass the writing assessment along with four subtests in 

core academic subjects in order to earn a Georgia high school diploma. The subtests-- in the 

subjects of language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science-- are administered to 

eleventh graders each spring. 

 “The writing test is given to determine a student’s ability to write about a topic using 

skills identified in the state’s Georgia Performance Standards,” says Dr. Cindy Loe, 

associate superintendent for Organizational Advancement. “Gwinnett’s students continue to 

achieve a high measure of success on this exam because of the strong focus on literacy in our 

language arts program and our schools’ emphasis on writing across the curriculum. Gwinnett 

students have experience writing about everything from math concepts and science 

experiments to political movements and literature. As a result, they’re well prepared for 

writing assessments and for the writing that is expected in postsecondary and workplace 

settings.”  

 Students who did not achieve a passing score in the first administration of the state 

writing test will have several opportunities to retake the test before their class graduates. A 

school-by-school breakdown shows that every traditional Gwinnett high school achieved 

passing percentages in the mid- to high 90s.  

 

For additional information, contact Linda Mitchell, executive director for Student 

Accountability, Assessment, and Advisement, at 678-301-7057. 

 

A school-by-school report is attached.   
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